New High Tech/Low Cost Guardrail Inventory System Helps Idaho Transportation Department Meet Safety and Maintenance Goals

The Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) developed and maintained, with some success, inventories of their roadway assets such as bridges, pavements, guardrails, and signs. However, regularly updating these inventories was challenging and labor intensive. The Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) continuing emphasis on eliminating blunt ends and other obsolete road safety hardware further underscored ITD’s need for a more complete and accurate database of roadside amenities.

To assist with verifying and upgrading the highway guardrail inventory, ITD has implemented a new video logging system using state-of-the-art digital photo imaging data. The application not only improves accuracy, it also significantly reduces the resources needed to maintain the data. By providing good information about guardrails, the “GRail” system allows managers to effectively address locations where damaged or obsolete guardrails may compromise the safety of highway travelers. The inventory includes all of Idaho’s Interstate and National Highway System routes.

What is it?
The GRail application was developed by ITD staff using Microsoft® Access Visual Basic®. The system serves as an interface between the photo log data sources and the guardrail inventory database. The current inventory is a compilation of the original 1995 inventory, District updates, and a review of the 2002 and 2003 photo logs. There are approximately 5,400 guardrail sections in the inventory. The process involves comparing the existing guardrail inventory to the latest photo log and updating information where the photo log shows a changed condition. New guardrail installations are entered manually from project plans. A photo album of deficient guardrail (questionable sections or sections targeted for upgrade) is prepared for review and correction by the appropriate District Office. Updates received by ITD headquarters are entered into the database. The application, tables, and archived photos require approximately 500 MB of hard drive space to store the database.

Fig. 1: GRail—Guardrail inventory detail.

Fig. 2: GRail—Guardrail inventory photo log entry.
How does it work?

The state-of-the-art roadway video logging survey system is set up in a vehicle with equipment capable of collecting high quality images, Global Positioning System (GPS) location data, and distance traveled for use in the GRail system. The vehicle contains fully computerized control features allowing the driver and the operator to collect data on hundreds of lane miles per day in a comfortable environment at normal highway speeds. Using the distance and sensor data collected, location fields, such as milepost, distance and offset, road name, direction, latitude, and longitude are automatically filled in by the system. In addition to the GRail information, the vehicle collects digital images and curvature data that are used for traffic applications and the GPS latitude and longitude data for mapping and interfacing with ITD Geographic Information System (GIS) systems.

Image and data files from these surveys are downloaded to file servers located in each ITD District Office. The GRail program accesses this data over the department’s Wide Area Network.
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ITD is in the process of implementing an enterprise-wide data system that connects all ITD business functions with available information. Roadside features including guardrail, signs, sign structures, culverts, railroad crossings, bridges, and approaches are electronically connected to work orders, financial information, capital planning, and other related information as part of this ITD-wide solution to manage their assets. Including GRail in the enterprise system will permit managers to quickly and accurately assess guardrail conditions and determine funding needed for upgrades and replacements.

Roadway safety hardware management systems vary in scope, integration, and elements managed. States have approached asset management differently, but all aim to improve resource utilization, decisionmaking processes, safety, and system reliability.

For more information on nationwide transportation asset management for roadway safety systems and State departments of transportation contacts, please contact:
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Fig. 3: Video log software
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